"Darling" Is Here!

Former Senator Paul Douglas

I must confess that I have never seen the VHS Gim Darling for my search for adequate analyses, I am in contact with people who have conflicting views of the film. Some said, "It had nothing," while others said, "It was wonderful." I saw it and I can say that the film is the see-saw of opinion. I have decided to quote the modest world as it is in the America magazine: "Here we go again. Darling, which side of the see-saw do you see?" Dali Vitas is going to be a film that some people who will watch and will probably be scandalized by. With all the scenes of the film: the premises of those who believe personal interests into a general principle that finds the film morally immoral to others. It also suggests, even if it is pious wishful thinking.

The film under discussion demonstrates the gross miscalculation of a young English model, performer and member of the international jet set (Julie Christie). Obviously, my reasons for adoring the film are that 1) it is a brilliant and absorbing piece of moviemaking, and 2) I respect the personal distastes into a general conclusion in the world. I question the pious wishful thinking.
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U of M Political Analyst to Lecture
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ELECTION '68 - A YEAR OF DECISION?

PRESIDENT-ELECT HUMPHREY?

Richard M. Nixon has gone on public record in the Senate and as Vice-President voting against such well-accepted policies as Alaskan Statehood, aid to education, social security benefits, Medicare, and urban housing development. While at the same time Hubert H. Humphrey concerned of ideas like (1960) the Peace Corps, (1961) the Nuclear Test Ban Treaty, and the Food for Peace Program. In 1964 he was the floor manager of the most important civil rights legislation. Humphrey fought hard for the rights of the U.S. population: aid to education, urban housing, hospital programs, housing equal rights and consumer protection programs.

What has Nixon done during these past eight years? Nothing, other than lose an election for the Congress. Senator Barry Goldwater in 1964. In 1966 he refused to run for Senate. He has refused to support a nuclear test ban treaty which would protect the United States and the world from accidental or intentional nuclear war. He has given no statement on his support of the draft. He has offered no solutions to the racial and urban ghetto problems. His only economic position is to cut the federal government's spending on food stamps and federal assistance. And to eliminate the maximum federal personal income tax. He has urged the same programs as Senator Ted Kennedy. In the case of Sen. Edwin Muskie: who has offered the American people encouragement and hope. You are the Mr. Kennedy that we need in the White House. Humphrey will not run for the Senate in 1968. His statement is clear: "I want to be President." Nixon's campaign has been running ad campaigns which have raised the economy to the level of the 1920s. And to the very high levels of the 1960s. Nixon has won many more. He has the support of the American people. The American people have been swung by promises of a return to order and a return to normalcy, and by the fact that his opponent is Hubert H. Humphrey.

George Wallace stated repeatedly that if the two national parties did not change and were not reformed, they would not run for president. They didn't, did they. Mr. Wallace is the undisputed king of the states' rights, the states'-rights, states'-rights property rights. He contends right-

nity that property is the essence of freedom and that our society could exercise tendencies of transference of property rights. A man's home is his castle and no one has the legal right to force him to sell it for any price below its value. Within the law, repeat the forced housing laws, repeat the forced housing laws. 
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Is Politics Relevant?

Does it occur to you that the answer is no? In a sense, we really mean this: properly speaking, of course, politics is relevant, but there is nothing in life that should deter one into such a frenzy that he forgets his humanity. As politics often does that, expounding the views of students who care at all, it behooves us to consider in what manner this is so.

...attended lectures? distributing leaflets? [missing text]

...mature with experience in the world of politics. To be sure, we are imperfect beings in an imperfect world, but we need not suffer ourselves with dyspnoea over the fact.

I explicitly state that we should definitely be an active interest in politics, but not to become embroiled in the mess for the sake of it. We must be able to understand that the issues of our time are of questionable relevance, no matter how hairraising the arguments.

The temptations are too tremendous, and many of our professors are little grass-roots candidates for President of the United States. To be sure, we are imperfect beings in an imperfect world, but we need not suffer ourselves with dyspnoea over the fact.

It is a happy relief to come upon the daily news in this paper, and so to determine rather than slugging away at the news from some undisclosed origin. Such is the case with one of our professors, Fred V. Young, who has been, for the last few days, a frequent and diligent reader of the daily news.

...politics is relevant to students. If I were a mother, I might find a great awakening in the political literature of the present. To be sure, the school is of questionable and varying importance, and the defense may be a spoiled...
Tommies Boost Baseball; Track Records

Bob Beckman

5 STORES: P3 MONROE-MONROE corner OTTAWA
At Olivarez

Tommies Boost Baseball, Track Records

Bob Cavanaugh

Guitar Chords for Folk Singing

Tom Hinck

SHAGGY KNIT 
socks

Non Stop Comfort

You'll like its Scottish character, its heathery good looks. "Shaggies" coordinate with the newest tweedier fashions—85% Orlon® acrylic/ 15% Nylon assure long wear. Hi-Gard Heels and Toes (extra Nylon reinforcement for longer wear.) Machine washable/ dryable. One size stretches to fit 10 to 13. In Heather colors and solids too. Intra-long anklets $1.50.

ALLEN’S BOOK SHOP
BOOKS FROM ALL PUBLISHERS
CLIFF AND MONARCH NOTES
FOREIGN LANGUAGE DICTIONARIES
26 NORTH DIVISION (Downtown Orch.)
PHONE 456-1249

BRUSH ‘N PALETTE
COMPLETE LINES OF ART SUPPLIES
ART GALLERY
918 E. FULTON
MISSION HILL, 451-0121
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

FOXX JEWELERS
DIRECT DIAMOND IMPORTORS
MICHIGAN JEWELERS SINCE 1927
5 STORES: 3 MONROE-MONROE corner OTTAWA
ROGERS PLAZA and EASTBROOK SHOPPING CENTER

EAST RECREATION
"AUTOMATICALLY'
WEALTHY AND LAKE DR.
PHONE 451-0759

Look for these friendly foxy folks

BOWLING’S FUN AT...
TOMMIES" €

GUESS WHAT? The laying and blessing of the cornerstone for the Physical Education - Assembly Building will take place on Oct. 18 at 10:21. Wtg. A.P. Arszulowicz, dean of institutions, will officiate.

Msgr. A.P. Arszulowicz, dean of institutions, will officiate.

For Aquinas to overcome this deficiency of interest, volunteers are needed to give one or two hours a week of their time in tutoring these students on subjects in which they are weak, and offering any other assistance or guidance that is necessary. The tutoring can be done on any afternoon or evening in a building provided on Grandville S.W., near the Franklin Complex and St. Joe’s Mission House. Contact: Rosanna Sepulveda, Calif. 91343

Ormond’s Tasty Goods

1489 LAKE DRIVE SE
GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS ON DIAMONDS TO AQUINAS STUDENTS
BUDGET TERMS.

The baseball men at Aquinas have hung their club up over the winter season but the cross country team seems to be another phenomenon.

Coach Bill Brauchch’s club closed out the season with four consecutive wins to put their fall record at 6-4. On September 30 the club set up its Grand Valley with 6-4 and 4-0 victories. Chuck Deprimo and Bryan Bronner got the pitching wins but the big hero was freshman Bob Beckman who collected 5 hits in seven trips to the plate and slammed home five runs.

On October 5, the diamond men averaged an easier loss of a doubleheader to Springfield by returning the favor with 3-1 and 13-0 victories. In the first contest it was again Bob Beckman who scored the winning run with a hard single to left to give Brian McKnight the pitching win. It was time for the hitting shoes in the second game and they apparently fit just right as Brassbook’s crew raced across home plate 19 times while a host of Aquinas hurters whitewashed Springfield.

Leading hitter for the club this fall were Bob Cavanaugh with his .335 average and Beckman’s .325 mark. John Chronowski, an All-American honorable mention selection just missed the magic .300 mark.

Phenomenal is the only word that adequately describes the Aquinas Cross Country records and all indications seem to point to another banner year for the team. The squad’s three year mark is a phenomenal 9-12 and with two early season victories the team has passed the century mark in less than four years. To complement their win at the Hope Invitational the young squad which features only one senior (strong Tom Hinck) raced to another win in the Furniture City Classic held at Grand Valley October 2. At Olivarez won the meet for Aquinas with Tom Hick third, Mike Deveraux fourth Jim Empie fifth and Ron Greene sixth.

October fifth saw the squad at Wheaton Institutional with the strongest small colleges in the nation where Aquinas finished eighth as the team’s depth did not come through. The Spring Arbor Invitational is on tap for October 9 and Aquinas has to be considered the odds on favorite with their strong duo of Olivarez and a physically healthy Tom Hinck. The outstanding senior has been plagued by illness early in the season and is just now working his way to top form.

GAIL WINGARD

Rogers Plaza ond EASTBROOK Shopping Centers

Bob Beckman

Bob Beckman

Adopt A Latin American Student

Bob Cavanaugh

Tom Hinck

Poverty and lack of education have always been crippling elements in the life of the Latin American. For the 6,000 Spanish speaking people in Grand Rapids many of whom are struggling high school students, friendship and helpful advice can be great determining factors in alleviating these hardships of day-to-day existence. Aquinas students working closely with other area colleges under the guidance of Mrs. Irene Alba and Tom Hinck are attempting to tutor and be-friend local Mexican, Cuban and Puerto Rican high school students.

The plight of the Spanish-American has been largely overlooked in many of the national state, and local poverty programs. In order to be considered the odds on favorite is on tap for October 9 and Aquinas has to be considered the odds on favorite with their strong duo of Olivarez and a physically healthy Tom Hinck. The outstanding senior has been plagued by illness early in the season and is just now working his way to top form.
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For Aquinas to overcome this deficiency of interest, volunteers are needed to give one or two hours a week of their time in tutoring these students on subjects in which they are weak, and offering any other assistance or guidance that is necessary. The tutoring can be done on any afternoon or evening in a building provided on Grandville S.W., near the Franklin Complex and St. Joe’s Mission House. Contact: Rosanna Sepulveda, Calif. 91343
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BUDGET TERMS.

The baseball men at Aquinas have hung their club up over the winter season but the cross country team seems to be another phenomenon.

Coach Bill Brauchch’s club closed out the season with four consecutive wins to put their fall record at 6-4. On September 30 the club set up its Grand Valley with 6-4 and 4-0 victories. Chuck Deprimo and Bryan Bronner got the pitching wins but the big hero was freshman Bob Beckman who collected 5 hits in seven trips to the plate and slammed home five runs.

On October 5, the diamond men averaged an easier loss of a doubleheader to Springfield by returning the favor with 3-1 and 13-0 victories. In the first contest it was again Bob Beckman who scored the winning run with a hard single to left to give Brian McKnight the pitching win. It was time for the hitting shoes in the second game and they apparently fit just right as Brassbook’s crew raced across home plate 19 times while a host of Aquinas hurters whitewashed Springfield.

Leading hitter for the club this fall were Bob Cavanaugh with his .335 average and Beckman’s .325 mark. John Chronowski, an All-American honorable mention selection just missed the magic .300 mark.

Phenomenal is the only word that adequately describes the Aquinas Cross Country records and all indications seem to point to another banner year for the team. The squad’s three year mark is a phenomenal 9-12 and with two early season victories the team has passed the century mark in less than four years. To complement their win at the Hope Invitational the young squad which features only one senior (strong Tom Hinck) raced to another win in the Furniture City Classic held at Grand Valley October 2. At Olivarez won the meet for Aquinas with Tom Hick third, Mike Deveraux fourth Jim Empie fifth and Ron Greene sixth.

October fifth saw the squad at Wheaton Institutional with the strongest small colleges in the nation where Aquinas finished eighth as the team’s depth did not come through. The Spring Arbor Invitational is on tap for October 9 and Aquinas has to be considered the odds on favorite with their strong duo of Olivarez and a physically healthy Tom Hinck. The outstanding senior has been plagued by illness early in the season and is just now working his way to top form.
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